BUILD YOUR OWN MAZE!

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

Step 1, Tape together the straws
Collect some straws. In pairs of two, tape the ends together to use as the edges to your maze.

Step 2, Create the border of the maze
Collect a piece of cardboard (any size) and using the combined straws you just made, tape these to the board creating the border for your maze. Remember to add start and finish points on your maze by either leaving a gap between straws or by using scissors create two gaps where you want them.

Step 3, Create the track for the maze
Using a pencil start to map out the design of your maze. Make sure you map out the correct route first and then add in the dead ends. You can change the difficulty of the maze depending on how many straws you use.

Step 4, Attach the final straws and enjoy!
Finally, tape down more straws to build you final chosen maze. You are now ready to play! Position the ball at start of the maze and tilt the board to navigate the ball through the maze! (If you do not have a small ball to use for the maze you can create one using a little bit of paper.)